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Students of statistics come in
many forms, from nervous initi-
ates in dim lecture halls tackling

for the first time the intricacies of sam-
ple distribution, to advanced practition-
ers pushing the theoretical boundaries
of the field. What they all have in com-
mon is a recognition of the practical
use of these dark arts in their lives,
ranging from data interpretation to
study design, even to selecting barley
to produce a perfect pint of “the black
stuff.”1 In this slim volume, Harvey and
colleagues present a cogent introduc-
tion to key concepts in statistics, the
understanding of which will form a
solid foundation for writers coming
across statistics for the first time. 

This book comprises a core module
of the American Medical Writers’
Association’s “Essential Skills” certifi-
cate course, a professional development
program for biomedical writers and
editors. While many in this field will

have a background in science, approxi-
mately one-third come from English lit-
erature or humanities backgrounds.2

Consequently, this book is designed to
provide an introduction to basic statisti-
cal concepts for candidates entirely
new to the field, within a study time of
2–5 hours.

Four chapters illuminate data types,
central tendency, measures of variabil-
ity and, finally, hypothesis testing and
frequentist inference. A lot of thought
has gone into the structure of each

chapter. Key concepts and learning
objectives are clearly highlighted. Each
chapter is followed by self-assessment
questions, which culminate in a multi-
ple-choice test that can be submitted for
course credit. 

I found the writing style clear. The
authors, particularly in their treatment
of frequentist inference and the p value,
are adept at explaining statistical termi-
nology that is often confusing or para-
doxical to the ingénue. Figures are intu-

itive and add to the text. The authors
concentrate on statistical concepts,
rather than extensive numeracy. Indeed,
this lucid book might not only be useful
to the statistics beginner, it may also be
an invaluable tool for the often tongue-
tied lecturer who draws the short straw
for Statistics 101. 

The book comes with a supplemen-
tary CD (PC only), which contains a
copy of the textbook. Here, however,
the opportunity to present the material
in a more interactive or multimedia

manner that might suit other learning
styles has been lost, and might be con-
sidered for a future edition.

In comparing clinical and statistical
significance, the authors acknowledge
that inappropriate presentation or inter-
pretation of data can be used to hide a
multitude of sins. These commonly
include using error bars to describe
technical replicates or conflating corre-
lation and causation. A figure can not
only paint a thousand words, but also
add meaning to data that might neces-
sarily be lost in the text. Even though
medical editors and writers will usually
have access to statisticians, common
pitfalls in the presentation of data are
something that the authors might con-
sider for a future edition. 

Harvey and colleagues have pro-
duced a textbook that highlights key
concepts in statistics in a non-numerical,
yet intelligible manner. Designed as a
basic introduction for non-medical
beginners, it provides a firm concep-
tual foundation for manuscript review
and data interpretation. Its well-
ordered and lucid style provides tips
that teachers of Statistics 101 would do
well to emulate. 
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A firm conceptual foundation for manuscript
review and data interpretation


